September 30, 2011
It was with shock that we heard the accidental death of the members of Tigray Police Orchestra.
May God bless these heroes and heroines that brought victory for Ethiopia? Their songs and
cultural messages moved and inspired revolutionaries and democrat fighters in times of great
trepidations. Their contributions to the struggle lives forever and continue to impact the present
and the coming generations of development, freedom, rights, equality, democracy and justice
lovers. We all cherish and continue to inspire and motivated by their dedications and immortal
beautiful songs left behind. Their life long sacrifices and works are the corner stones for
modern, democratic, developed, equal and strong Ethiopia.
They were selfless people who spent their entire lives fighting for justice, equality, democracy,
development and greatness of Ethiopia. They were super brave souls contributed so much to
uplift, strengthen and raise the sprit and the moral of our people in times of unimaginable
suffering and life and death struggle. They were everywhere and at the forefront of the
revolution, gathering and calling people to destroy tyranny using song, music and cultural arts
and fighting along side their comrades at the same time. What a tragedy. The tragedies and the
losses are huge and very sad and sorrow experience for Tigray and Ethiopia. It was a big shock
and earth moving accident that sanded and pains the entire nation.
May God rest them in peace, may their soul rest in peace, and may the LORD comfort the
families in this tragic moment. We pay our condolence and express our deep sympathy for their
families and to all Ethiopians. We pray the wounded to recover fully and join their families in
short time. We also call all Ethiopians to help the martyred and wounded families as much as
possible. Let us all celebrate their immense works and accomplishments and continue building
fair, equal, and justice and developed Ethiopia.
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